Abstract-Recently, many educational institutions have acknowledged the importance of making laboratories available on-line, allowing their students to run experiments from a remote computer. While usage of virtual laboratories scales well, remote experiments, based on scarce and expensive rigs, i.e. physical resources, do not and typically can only be used by one person or cooperating group at a time. It is therefore necessary to administer the access to rigs, where we distinguish between three different roles: content providers, teachers and students.
INTRODUCTION
In the context of the project LiLa ("Library of Labs"), many virtual and remote experiments of the contributing partners spread out over Europe will be made available through an internet portal, the so called "LiLa Portal". The portal will also collect feedback from the students to check their knowledge and learning success, and whether the experiments fit their needs. [1] From a technical point of view, the LiLa portal is a repository of virtual and remote experiments with associated meta-data; the purpose of this metadata is two-fold: While it not only allows to search for experiments fitting the need of a teacher or a student, it also addresses the needs of librarians to integrate references to such experiments into library catalogues. The access to the experiments is provided via simplified SCORM [2] (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) objects; in the content of LiLa, these objects are also denoted as LLOs (LiLa Learning Objects), which can be downloaded as SCOs (Sharable Content Objects) and reused in other SCORM-compliant LMSs (Learning Management Systems) such as moodle or Ilias.
However, as the remotely controlled rigs are a scarce resource, access to such hardware resources must be scheduled by an access control mechanism; the aim of this access control is to accommodate as many students as possible and to help them organize their activities in the portal. This functionality can be provided by the LiLa booking system -at least for those experiments whose provider did not implement a scheduling system of their own. The booking system service does not come with its own user interface, but relies upon the LiLa portal GUI to administrate much of its functionality. The LiLa system, however, is extensible enough to allow content providers to deploy their own system if needed. It should be noted that, upon downloading an experiment from the LiLa portal, the access control by the booking system becomes an integral part of the SCO, and hence remains in effect if an experiment in SCO form is deployed in a learning management system.
The LiLa Booking System is built upon three different portal user roles -content providers, teachers and studentsand four key elements: rigs, reservations for teachers, reservations for students and tickets. These roles and concepts will be explained in a later section.
This document is structured as follows. In section II we give an overview on related work in the area of experiments booking systems, following that, the workflow within the LiLa system is presented. In section IV we describe more detailed the conceptual model for the LiLa Booking System. Section V provides an overview of the system architecture. Section VI finally concludes and future work in this area.
II. RELATED WORK
The concept of a booking system for remote laboratories is not new. Other projects have designed and implemented already some solutions that address the contended access to share resources. Some of these solutions are extensions to the functionality of selected learning management systems (LMS) and cannot be reused independent from them -hence, they are not suitable for LiLa purposes. For example, the MARVEL project [3] and its successor EDIPE [4] include a booking system for moodle [5] ; WebLab [6] of the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava is also module for moodle; and ReLEEP, developed by the Qatar University also uses a moodle specific solution extending the "Meeting Room Booking System" (MRBS) [7] to accommodate their needs.
Other solutions build on proprietary software, such as iLabs [8] , which is open source itself, but requires a Windows Server machine and uses the Microsoft SQL Server and Visual Studio.NET; or NETLab [9] , developed by the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, that relies on proprietary software licensed products from Oracle, National Instruments and Agilent. In [10] , the authors present a "Web Service-based MetaScheduling Service" to coordinate the allocation of timeslots with local resources in Grid-Computing environments developed in the context of the VIOLA project [11] . Solutions that are based on proprietary software are, however, unsuitable for LiLa purposes as well as they conflict with our license policy.
There is even an alternative approach adopted by the Kumamoto University, Japan, consisting of a time scheduling system compatible with various LMSs that focuses on the generation of courses timetables [12] .
All these solutions are not easy to adapt, or cannot be reused at all, in the context of the LiLa project where the separation of the three roles is important, open source is a must, and re-usability and flexibility one of its main goals.
III. TYPICAL USE CASES
Below, we describe the basic scenario for each of the different users of the LiLa booking system to provide an overview of the conceptual model our work is based on.
A. How a student accesses a schedule-controlled rig
Within the LiLa framework, access to experiments is provided to groups of students -typically members of a lecture. The membership to such a student group is identified by a "reservation code" the teacher typically provides during the lecture, e.g. by writing the code on a board. Along with the reservation code, it is in the responsibility of the teacher to hand out the information on the URL under which the experiments can be accessed. For LiLa purposes, this is typically the URL of the learning management system of the university, but the LiLa portal would be an alternative: the URL could point to an experiment hosted in the LiLa Portal or in a SCORM compatible LMS.
For a student interested in using this rig, she must enter this URL in her browser, or navigate the LMS to the experiment. The LiLa portal or the LMS will detect that the experiment requires the LiLa Booking System and will try to automatically authenticate the student.
If authenticated, the LiLa Booking System will further check if the student has allocated a time-slot that comprises the current time to use the rig. If the student has not allocated any time-slot, she will receive a message informing her of the need of making a reservation for the rig previous using it, and will provide her with an interface to request reservations.
Because such reservations should only be made by the audience of a specific lecture, students need to identify themselves to the system. While the student identity is provided by a Shibboleth architecture the LiLa system has access to, the membership to the lecture is, unfortunately, typically not included in the information the Shibboleth system can offer -it is the purpose of the reservation code to prove this membership.
The combination of this student identity with the reservation code is called a "ticket" in the following, and this ticket remains valid for the duration of the course, i.e. typically a semester, and then -once established -can be used for any subsequent reservation for the same lecture.
Once the validity of a ticket has been established, she must choose a suitable time-slot, and if the rig is free for use, the LiLa Booking System will "stamp" the ticket for the student, granting her the right of use the rig during that time-slot. The "stamping" prohibits that the same ticket can be used again to reserve the same experiment twice, and hence to block the system by booking all available time slots.
With one "reservation code", a student gets one ticket; and with one ticket, she can only get one stamped ticket. A student can only request a new stamped ticket cancelling her old one; additionally, a stamped ticked becomes valid for a new reservation again -i.e. the "stamp is removed" -once the time slot reserved by the ticked has been expired. Then, a new reservation can be made, using the same ticket again.
B. How a teacher allocates resources for her students
One of the teachers' tasks is to find experiments that fit their pedagogical intent for their lectures. If a teacher finds an interesting experiment that is subjected to scheduled access control, the teacher must contact the content provider of this rig used by the experiment, and negotiates with the provider when the rig will be available for her students. As product of this negotiation, the teacher will also get a "reservation code" from the content provider of the rig; however, this reservation code now protects the access to the rig reservation and is not identical to the student reservation code.
To make the rig accessible to her class, the teacher then must log in into the LiLa Portal, and access the LiLa Booking System functionality; there, she must enter this reservation code to add the negotiated availability of the rig to her calendar of rigs availability. These negotiated time slots can then be broken up into several groups, e.g. several different lectures given by the teacher, each of the groups protected by its own "student reservation code". This is the code that will be made available to the students, one code per group.
The teacher can define different groups by creating different reservations for students with corresponding different reservation codes.
It should be noted that the term "teacher" does not necessarily need to address a natural person; a whole institution could share a single "teacher reservation code", i.e. an access right to a rig plus the ability to break up the negotiated time slots into student time slots by creating reservation codes.
C. How a content provider makes a rig available for teachers
The LiLa Booking System assumes that the owner -or provider -of a rig is the only one who is in the position of designing experiments for it. Thus, the LiLa Portal will identify any authenticated user that uploads an experiment as a content provider.
If an uploaded experiment identifies a rig it depends on, the LiLa Portal will offer to the content provider the functionality to create reservations for teachers as discussed above. This works similarly to the "reservations for students" that teachers create. That is, they define time availability for a selected rig.
A content provider that has negotiated the availability of a rig with a teacher will create one of these reservations for teachers; along with such a reservation, a "teacher reservation code" is created that then is handed over to the teacher.
IV. LILA BOOKING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We mentioned above the three portal user roles and the four concepts upon which the LiLa Booking System sets its foundations. In this section we explain these concepts with more detail.
The user roles are defined similarly to airline's computerized reservation systems [13] : the content providers in LiLa Booking System act as vendors who provide the services; the teachers act as representatives for the vendors; and the students act as customers.
This separation of roles determines the functionality available to the users of the LiLa Booking System. The main goal of this Booking System is to control access to rigs. Rigs are the scare resources to administrate, the expensive physical set-ups, the bulky and noisy machines, the fragile robots... and those whose access must be scheduled are available in LiLa through LLOs.
To limit access to the LLOs, the Booking System relies on the administrative elements "reservations for teachers", "reservations for students" and "tickets", depending on whose privileges they restrict.
Content providers are users of the LiLa Portal authenticated by the Shibboleth IdP of a LiLa-friendly institution who have uploaded at least one LLO to the portal and therefore own its administration rights. Having a trusted Shibboleth account is important for auditing reasons.
Content providers should not need to care about fine grained time-slots distribution among students in the same way as the airlines vendors don't care who a travel agency's representative sells a ticket to. Content providers create "reservation for teachers" to delegate the administration of the rigs during defined period of times to teachers.
Teachers are users of the LiLa Portal, also authenticated by a Shibboleth IdP, that "hold" one or more "reservations for teachers" -hold in the sense that they know the reservation code. They have rights to create "reservation for students", that further refine when rigs will be available for their students.
Teachers have the main task of finding and getting resources for their students.
Once a teacher finds an experiment that fits her pedagogical intent, she must negotiate with the content provider the available time slot on the corresponding rig; it should be noted that experiments and rigs are not necessarily identical, and that several experiments might require the same rig; or the same experiment might run on several identical or similar rigs as well.
The teachers, with these time-slots blocked for their exclusive use, can then make the corresponding experiments available for their students by distributing the "student reservation code".
Students are users of the LiLa Portal or of any other LMS that hosts LLOs, that have one or more "student reservation code". They can run the experiments supported by the LLOs. Students must be users with a Shibboleth trusted account; anonymous users are not allowed to use LLOs that require booking. A student that has a "reservation for students" can request a "stamped ticket" that grants her access to an RR-LLO during one selected time-slot.
Reservations for teachers are administrative elements protected with a secret "reservation code" that content providers create to allocate rigs during selected time-slots for teachers of their choice. If teachers want their students to use selected LLOs, they must negotiate with the content provider which time-slots and under which conditions the rigs should be blocked. Reservations for students are the administrative elements protected with a secret "reservation code" that the teachers create to allocate rig time-slots for students. If teachers that already have "reservations for teachers" want their students to use the corresponding LLOs, they must further refine the timeslots blocked by the content provider for teachers' exclusive use.
This mechanism allows easy groups administration. For example, if a teacher wants to create two different groups of students of a selected rig, one using it on Monday and the other using it on Tuesday, the teacher would create two "reservations for students" with two different reservation codes; and then distribute one code to one of the groups and the other to the other group.
Tickets allow students to make reservations within time slots reserved to their student group, and hence to retrieve stamped tickets from the booking system. To get a ticket, the student must enter a student reservation code. Once holding a valid ticked, which is associated to the student identity, the LiLa Booking System will provide her with the list of timeslots during which the rig is still available for use. When the student selects one time-slot, the LiLa Booking System "delivers" a stamped ticket to the student.
Stamped tickets, finally, grant students access to rigs in the time slot selected by the student.
To summarize, to make the rig accessed by an LLO available for use, The following activity diagram depicts the process of making a rig available and using it. It separates the corresponding steps into different lanes according to the Portal user role. Figure 3 . The teacher enters teachers reservation codes to allocate resources for the students. The teacher creates reservation for students to further refine rig availability. Figure 4 . The student must enter a student reservation code to get a ticket, and can get a stamped ticket that grants her access to a rig during a time-slot.
V. BOOKING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The Booking System will provide two levels of access control to LLOs: it will grant or deny access to LLOs hosted in the LiLa Portal; and it also will communicate with LLOs hosted in other SCORM-compatible LMSs (exported as SCOs) to provide basic access control functionality using AJAX technologies.
For LLOs hosted in the LiLa Portal, the Portal will display an "access not allowed" message when a student tries to run an LLO without a valid stamped ticket. For LLOs hosted in external systems, the Portal will embed JavaScript code into the exported SCOs that will check with the Booking System if the student has a valid ticket. If not, the embedded JavaScript code will block the access to the SCO content and will display an "access not allowed" message.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The paper discusses a solution to control access to virtual laboratories and remote experiments using learning objects, in the context of the LiLa project. The solution, based on the identification of three different user roles and the idea of tickets, is flexible enough to extend the booking system functionalities provided for learning objects accessed through the LiLa portal to learning objects accessed through external LMSs. The authors are currently working on implementation of the whole system that will help confirm the viability and expose possible problems of the proposed solution.
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